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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

APPLYING DECOMPOSITION METHODS TO SOLVE A STOCHASTIC 

AVAILABLE-TO-PROMISE PROBLEM 

 

Arm Pangarad, Ph.D. 

 

George Mason University, 2008 

 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Karla L. Hoffman 

 

 

The available-to-promise (ATP) model is a mechanism that provides recommendations 

about when to accept customer orders that takes into account both product availability 

information, current customer orders and future orders in order to maximize overall 

profits. It becomes an important tool in a decision making process for manufacturing 

businesses. In this thesis, we present the stochastic available-to-promise problem which 

addresses the problem of needing to accept-or-reject in real-time orders for customizable 

computer configurations where the manufacturer cannot predict when the most profitable 

customers might arrive, but does have some probabilistic information about the 

likelihood of order arrivals and their requirements.  Because the problem is stochastic, 

modeling all possible future scenarios results in an exponentially large problem.  Even 

when one limits the total number of scenarios considered, solving the problem by off-the-

shelf commercial solvers such as CPLEX results in computation times that are too large 

to be usable. We study the underlying structure of the model and propose decomposition 



 

 

methods to solve it.  We test both a Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition (“Column-generation 

approach) and a Bender’s decomposition (a row-oriented decomposition). We compare 

solution times of both methods to solution times of CPLEX. 
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1. Introduction 

 

In this dissertation we discuss the available to promise problem.  This problem is 

designed to determine whether to take a given order when it arrives or to reserve 

manufacturing resources in order to be able to handle future orders.  These decisions are 

based on current and potential orders.  An available to promise (ATP) model is a decision 

support tool used in manufacturing business that determines whether to accept or deny 

orders to maximize overall profit.  We define classes of orders we use throughout our 

paper as follows. 

 

Current Orders Future Orders

High Profit class 1 class 2

Low Profit class 3 class 4  

Figure 1.1 Order classification 

 

Consider the following example of a company that manufactures computers.  

Ideally the company would like to accept all profitable orders.  But there are insufficient 

resources such as raw materials, hard disk drives, memory modules, motherboards, labors 

and production capacity to be able to accept all current and future orders. Thus, the 

company needs to choose which orders to accept and which to deny in order to maximize 

profit.  How does one make this decision? Normally, one wants to choose orders that 
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yield the higher net profit (class 1 and 2) and deny others that yield lower net profit (class 

3 and 4).  This approach makes sense as long as there are sufficient resources to 

manufacture all of class 1 and class 2 orders.  Within the process of choosing orders to 

accept, we have a commitment to fulfill all requirements of those orders once they are 

accepted or promised.  Such requirements are quantities, delivery dates and material 

compatibilities or supplier preferences.  If the company cannot fulfill all of the 

requirements of the orders, then the company must refuse the orders.  The issue becomes 

more complicated when one is attempting to guess when and what future orders might 

occur.  

In an earlier work by [Ball et al. 2001] used a deterministic version of the ATP 

model to determine a batching interval, an inventory level and due date ranges in order to 

maximize the overall profit.  Although the model itself can be solved by commercial 

solvers but there are some difficulties.  Results from experimenting on the batching 

interval, showed that the optimization model yielded the best results (i.e. the highest 

profit) when the optimization had data over many days and could make decisions over a 

very long horizon.  Thus, the optimization had more complete information and could 

determine a “best” strategy for the entire period.  The downside of this approach was 

customers’ satisfactions. Imagine that you are a customer, you place an order and then 

you have to wait 6 or 7 days before you get a response from the manufacturer as to 

whether your order is accepted or denied.  Customers are unwilling to wait that long.  On 

the other hand, responding to customers within 1 or 2 days adds significant risk to the 

manufacturer and can significantly reduce the manufacturers’ profit.  
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To resolve the problem, Ball et al. chose to keep a certain amount of inventory in 

reserve for future orders and would deny orders if the inventory would be forced to fall 

below that level.  The inventory reserve level is a predetermined inventory level which 

was set before running the optimization model.  Its goal was to keep the resources from 

being consumed by current (possibly) less profitable orders.  By staying at or above the 

inventory level, a set reserve is maintained for future, possibly more profitable orders. 

Whenever the inventory goes below the predetermined level, a penalty is incurred.  The 

problem with this solution approach is that we do not know how much of our resources to 

reserve.  If we reserve too much, profitability could be harmed when not as many higher 

profitable orders come in as expected.  Another approach that Ball et al. considered was 

to experiment with reducing the acceptable due date range by fifty percent.  This 

approach yielded slightly less profit than the base case.  They concluded that the range of 

acceptable due dates does not have much effect on the profitability.    

Are there other ways that can help us make a better decision?  Ball et al. used a 

deterministic optimization model, where the coefficient in both the objective and the 

constraints for each stage are known with certainty.  The disadvantage of using the 

deterministic model is that it does not consider events or contingencies that might occur 

in the future.  Since the deterministic model does not consider future orders, it makes its 

decisions based on orders gathered over the past few days.  Thus, the solution depends 

heavily on the length of the batch.  An alternative approach would be to have the current 

orders compete against future orders that have a certain probability of occurring.  This 

approach falls under the class of problems known as “stochastic programming problems” 
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[Birge and Louveaux 1997].  The stochastic programming differs from the deterministic 

programming in that it explicitly includes uncertainty in the model and weights these 

uncertain (future) events with an expectation estimate that they will occur.  The 

optimization explicitly uses these probability estimates when determining the optimal 

solution.  The particular form of stochastic programs that we will consider is that of 

finding an optimal solution to a linear program whose coefficients and constant terms are 

not known at the time the decision is made but whose probability distributions are known 

or have been estimated based on historical experience [Birge and Louveaux 1997].  

There are two basic types of the stochastic programs, two-stage stochastic 

programs and multi-stage stochastic programs [Birge and Louveaux 1997].  In the case of 

the two-stage stochastic programs, the programs contain two stages of decision making, 

the first-stage decision and the second stage decision.  The first-stage decision is made 

with information that is known with certainty.  The second-stage decisions are those 

events that have some probability of occurring in the future.  Therefore, at the time the 

first-stage decision is made, we do not know with certainty what is going to happen in the 

second-stage.  An optimal solution in a maximization problem is found by maximizing 

the first-stage profit plus the expected value of all of the possible events that could impact 

the second-stage profit.  Multi-stage stochastic programs are similar to two-stage 

programs except that there are more than two stages.  The problem we discuss is a two-

stage stochastic program where the first stage decision is to determine if we should take a 

given order now, and all future possible orders belong to the second-stage, each with a 

given expected likelihood of occurring.  
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 ATP’s Types  

There are three types of ATP models: Push-based ATP, Pull-Based ATP and 

Push-Pull integrated ATP [Chen 2003].  

 Push-Based ATP 

Push-Based ATP models are used to allocate finished products to locations where 

customers will be served.  The Push-Based ATP maximizes a long-term profit.  There are 

two alternative modeling strategies: (a) The model estimates what future orders are likely 

to occur using forecasting data and includes all such orders in the model as if they were 

guaranteed to occur, and then an optimization model determines which of these order to 

take; or (b) The model collects all possible future orders and then uses a stochastic 

optimization approach to choose among future orders.  Stochastic models, because they 

include many scenarios, are more expensive to run (i.e. can take considerable time to 

determine the optimal solution) and are therefore more suitable for the planning phase of 

an operation rather than for real-time order taking.  

 Pull-Based ATP 

[Chen 2003] stated that the Pull-Based ATP can be as simple as a database look 

up or it can be an optimization model that updates the production schedule whenever 

orders are received and determines the amount of resources that will now be used.  One 

advantage of the database look up application is it can operate in real time.  It can 

promise orders within seconds.  It takes orders on a first-come first-serve basis based on 
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the current availability of finished products.  The Pull-Based ATP maximizes the short 

term profit because its resources or finished products are predetermined by the Push-

Based ATP.  Because it operates under a first-come first-served basis, small profit orders 

may consume all of the available resources and future more profitable orders may then be 

denied solely because they arrived later.  

 Push-Pull integrated ATP 

The Push-Pull integrated ATP was developed in order to take into account  

advantages from the Push-Based ATP and the Pull-Based ATP.  The Push-Pull integrated 

ATP maximizes a long term profit by using an optimization model.  For example, it 

incorporates both high level information (finished product inventory information) and 

component level information (production scheduling and material flows information) into 

an optimization model as seen in [Ball et al. 2001] and [Chen 2003].  However, this 

model often becomes too large and too complicated to solve especially when stochastic 

scenario-based information is included in the model.  Although a deterministic version 

[Ball et al. 2001] is solvable, it does not consider future orders.  To resolve the problem 

of keeping resources for future more profitable orders, the authors employed an inventory 

reserve level and executed the model in batching intervals.  

 Research Problem 

The ATP model in [Chen 2003] falls into the Push-Pull integrated ATP category.  

It is a two-stage stochastic mixed integer programming which the author found extremely 
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difficult to solve when decision variables in both stages are solved to integer optimality.  

The model discussed in this paper was too large to be solved with off-the-shelf 

sophisticated optimization software such as (CPLEX).  Solving the problem this size as it 

is posts a problem about computing resources such as a memory management.  This 

could cause a machine to run out of memory as the size of the problem increases.  We 

propose a use of decomposition methods approach to solve the problem efficiently.  We 

choose to solve the first stage decisions to integer optimality but relax the second stage 

decisions to be non-integral.  This idea makes sense because the second stage decisions 

are an expected value in the stochastic programming.   

We start our research by simplifying the model to study its structure, and trying to 

solve this simplified model using decomposition methods.  We believe that working with 

a smaller model with the same underlying structure as the original problem will help us 

gain a better understanding of the structure of the problem.  It is also easier to measure 

performance of the decomposition methods.  Once we identify an efficiency of the 

decomposition methods, we choose the decomposition method which is the most efficient 

to solve the original problem.  Thus, this research studies the underlying structure and 

determines a decomposition approach that allows the solution of the entire large problem 

by iteratively solving simpler problems and conveying information obtained from the 

subproblems back to the master problem. This problem is interesting because the general 

structure relates to numerous manufacturing applications such as inventory and 

production scheduling.  Many such optimization problems have large numbers of 

constraints and variables and are currently unsolvable unless decomposed.  Specifically, 
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the problems become unsolvable as one increases the number of scenarios to a realistic 

number.  We believe that both Bender’s decomposition (row generation) and Dantzig-

Wolfe decomposition (column generation) may be used to solve the problem.  

This research will examine both types of decomposition and compares the 

performance of each.  Note that this dissertation does not consider the underlying 

distribution of the scenarios, we assume that they have already been generated and are 

correct.  We leave as future research the question of whether scenarios can be generated 

on an “as needed” basis and whether such a generation scheme would help the 

optimization procedures.  This dissertation focuses on the already completely-formulated 

stochastic optimization problem and whether decomposition can help solve this problem 

efficiently and provide a practical real-time decision making.  

 Literature review 

Our research focuses on the efficient solution to the stochastic available to 

promise problem.  We therefore provide a literature review of both the formulation 

alternatives and the solution techniques for solving this problem.  We begin with a 

literature review of the ATP function and then prior solution approaches to this problem. 

In terms of solution approaches, we concentrate our attention on decomposition methods 

that have been used to solve these problems.  This discussion includes literature on 

Bender’s decomposition, Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition and Branch-and-Price 

algorithms.  We will provide background of these techniques.  We will show which 

decomposition methods are used in which applications, how suitable they are to our 
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problem, and how efficient they are in solving these problems.  The details of the 

decomposition algorithms will be discussed in Chapter 3.   

 ATP Models 

We begin this literature review with that directly relating to the ATP function.  

[Chen 2003] presented a push-pull integrated stochastic available-to-promise model that 

is formulated as a stochastic mixed-integer programming problem.  The model is quite 

complicated and could not be solved within a 48-hour time limit using the commercial 

optimization solver, CPLEX.  The model could be solved with all components of the 

model included, only when the number of scenarios was limited to two scenarios. 

Additionally, the authors attempted to aggregate the daily data into weekly data to reduce 

the amount of data in the model.  Even with this aggregation, the solver still could not 

solve the model when a maximum time limit of 48-hours was allowed.  

Other researchers [Ball et al. 2005] and [Neumann et al. 2002] use similar 

approaches of aggregating the data or decreasing the components included in the models 

to solve their problems.  [Ball et al. 2005] modified a mixed-integer programming based 

on [Ball et al. 2001] to support multiple levels of resource availability that varied over 

time.  Since the original model contained several million variables and constraints, it 

could not be solved.  Therefore, they decomposed the original model into a master 

problem and a collection of sub-problems.  The master problem and the sub-problems 

represent the weekly ATP problem and the daily ATP problem respectively.  Each model 

was solved iteratively.  That is, the weekly ATP model was solved to get a promised 
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quantity and completion week for each order based on weekly production capacities and 

availabilities.  They then fed the result into the daily ATP model to determine the day on 

which the promised quantity would be produced.  Since the master problem’s output 

provides the promised quantity and completion week for each accepted orders, the sub-

problems were solved on a week-by-week basis.  The sub-problems were modified by 

eliminating the inventory constraints since they do not have any effect in a single week.  

However, the decomposition of the problem can not guarantee global optimality. 

[Neumann, et al. 2002] developed an advanced production scheduling system for 

batch plants in the process industries.  This modeling effort considers only the production 

portion of the supply chain.  It consists of three phases, a long-term decision, a mid-term 

decision and a short-term decision.  The ATP function is executed in the mid-term phase 

and provides quantities and due dates for accepted orders.  The decision is based on 

weekly or monthly forecasts.  The short-term phase or the detailed production scheduling 

uses the information from the mid-term phase to allocate resources over time to produce 

the finished products.  Thus, this modeling approach can be viewed as a decomposition of 

the problem whereby one aggregates data at higher levels and disaggregates at lower 

levels.  However, there is no looking ahead or looking back.  

[B. Jeong et al. 2000] and [Ervolina et al. 2006] avoid the difficulty of solving 

mixed integer programs (MIP) by solving their problems as linear program relaxations.  

[B. Jeong et al. 2000] proposed an available-to-promise system for the TFT, LCD 

manufacturing company.  Their model is a linear mixed-integer programming problem.  

They solved the model in two steps to avoid the difficulties of solving a mixed-integer 
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problem.  First, they solved the linear programming relaxation of the problem using the 

commercial solver, CPLEX.  Then the solution is used as an upper bound for the material 

requirements and also used as an initial schedule in the second step.  They then refine this 

schedule using a heuristic to find feasible schedules that do not overuse the capacity 

available. 

[Chen 2003] previously stated that in a push-based ATP function, i.e. in the 

planning component of the ATP function, demand forecasts and manufacturing capacity 

are the two most important pieces of information  for the determination of the allocation 

of the finished products to meet customers’ demand.  A pull-based ATP or an execution 

side of the ATP then uses the allocated supply to deal with order promising and order 

fulfillment.  What if there are not so many orders as expected by the demand forecasts?  

There will be an excess of inventory and one will incur the cost of that inventory.  

Normally, the ATP models focus on how to best allocate resources to serve customers 

and maximize our profit, but do not take into account the issue of excess inventory.   The 

literature that deals with such inventory issues is known as the Availability Management 

Process.  Here one is concerned with how to best allocate resources that become excess 

inventory due to the low demand.  [Ervolina et al. 2006] proposed the Availability 

Management Process which combined the ATP function and an available-to-sell (ATS) 

system so that excess inventory would be considered in the overall process.  The 

Availability Management Process works by first using the ATP model to allocate 

resources.  If low demand is realized, (i.e. the best solution from the ATP model results in 

excess inventory), then the ATS system tries to figure out how to best use that excess.  
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The ATS system is designed to find alternative production configurations that best 

consume the excess supply.  Here, alternative products are considered that are capable of 

using the inventory excess.  Such products are sellable, but may need to be sold at a 

lesser sales price than those provided to the customers who have specified specific needs 

and delivery dates.  Since the Availability Management Process uses excess inventory to 

create new products, it does not have to make the “yes/no” decisions of the ATP function, 

and can therefore be approximated as a linear (rather than integer) optimization problem.  

In each of the above cases, the authors decomposed the problem into stages.  At 

the first stage, they determined the overall capacity and orders that were to be produced. 

This information was then used to determine the schedules in each time periods. Thus, 

each was decomposed into a two-step solution process.  In the first step, much of the data 

was aggregated from daily to weekly information, thereby reducing the amount of data 

needed to solve the model.  Once decisions were made on the aggregate level, those 

results permanently determined the possible outcomes of the second step – that of 

determining specific production schedules.  Some authors used linear programming 

relaxations to solve the upper level problem while others used a mixed-integer model.  At 

the second step, some used heuristics while others, [B. Jeong et al. 2000], used mixed-

integer optimization.  The only stochastic version of the ATP model, [Chen 2003] was 

modeled as a mixed-integer linear program but could not be solved with standard off-the-

shelf codes.  Even when attempting to aggregate some of the data, the problem remained 

intractable.  Though the above-described decompositions help speed up the solving 

process, they could not guarantee a globally optimal solution since there was no look-
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ahead or look-back to these approaches.  In the next section, we introduce other 

decomposition methods which have the potential to consider the entire problem 

simultaneously and thus, if solvable, would provide a globally optimal solution.   

 Solution Procedures 

In this research, we will introduce decomposition methods which are well-known 

in solving large scale optimization problems.  The decomposition methods we consider 

are Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition and Bender’s decomposition.  Each of these 

decomposition methods exploits the problem’s structure to decompose the original 

problem into a master problem and sub-problems.  The sub-problems provide information 

back to the master problem which is re-solved.  The process iteratively moves from 

master problem to subproblem and back again, in order to provide a global solution to the 

overall problem.  In this way, we do not permanently assume that an aggregation is 

correct without considering the impact of that aggregation on the subproblem results.  In 

[Chen 2003], the author pointed out that the overall problem has a structure that can be 

exploited by such decomposition methods.  Chapter 3 will discuss these decomposition 

alternatives.  

In the remainder of this chapter, we will present background of the block structure 

of the generic stochastic problem and describe how these characteristics relate to the 

usual decomposition approaches of Dantzig-Wolfe and Bender’s decompositions.  The 

general block structure of the stochastic programs is known as the L-shaped block 

structure.  We demonstrate a general two-stage stochastic programs formulation as 
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    Max           )( yqExc TT   

   Subject to  bTyAx   

           0,0  yx  

where x are the first stage variables, and y are the second stage variables.  The objective 

function is to maximize the first stage profit xcT  plus an expected value of the second 

stage profit )( yqE T .  The constraint bTyAx   takes form of the L-shaped block 

structure in the figure 1.2.  

 

A1 T1

T2

qn…c q1 q2

A2

……

b1

b2

……

Tn
…

An

…

bm

 
 

Figure 1.2 L-shaped block structure 

 

The coefficient matrix A represents constraints in the first stage and the 

coefficient matrix T represents constraints in the second stage.  The subscript n..1  

represents the index number of the corresponding scenario that may occur in the second 

stage.  Only one of the second stage events will occur and each has a given probability of 

occurring.  We assume that we can provide a probability estimate for each scenario.  The 

first stage decisions x are taken under uncertainty of future realizations of the second 
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stage decision y.  If one knew which event (scenario) would occur then it would be a 

straightforward optimization to determine the optimal course of action given the actions 

that were taken in stage one.   

This problem is often referred to as the recourse problem in which the first stage 

decisions are chosen by taking their future effects into account.  These future effects are 

measured by the recourse function, )( yqE T , which computes the expected value of 

taking decision x given the expectations that might occur in stage y.  A decomposition 

method is appropriate since the recourse function can be easily computed via linear 

programming for a fixed value of x and a given scenario.  Thus, we create a master 

problem in the first stage decisions x, but we only evaluate the recourse function exactly 

as a sub-problem.  The block structure of the stochastic programs has given rise to the 

name, “L-shaped structure” and can be used within a Bender’s decomposition [Benders, 

1962] and for stochastic optimization [Van Slyke and Wets 1969].  This method has been 

widely used in a variety of stochastic programming problems, see [Birge and Louveaux, 

1997] for examples. 

The Bender’s decomposition method decomposes the problem into a master 

problem that determines the first stage decisions and sub-problems which determine the 

second stage decisions.  Once the first stage decisions have been made, then this 

information is passed on to each of the sub-problems.  The subproblems become 

independent problems and are easy to solve.  The solution to the sub-problems provides 

feedback to the master problem, and requires that the master problem be re-solved. That 

is, the new information about the effects of setting the x (the first stage) variables 
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provides a “cut” that forces the master problem to examine only solutions that will 

provide a better global bound.  The algorithm iterates until it reaches the specified 

tolerance of the upper bound and lower bound gap.  

[Gondzio and Kouwenberg, 2000] used Bender’s decomposition to solve the 

asset-liability management model.  Their model is up-to-that-date, the largest stochastic 

linear program ever solved.  It contains almost 5 millions scenarios, 12.5 millions 

constraints and 25 millions variables.  The algorithm solved the problem within 4 hours.  

Similarly, [Geoffrion and Graves, 1974] used Bender’s decomposition to solve the multi-

commodity distribution systems.  They solved problems having 11,854 constraints, 727 

binary variables and 23,513 continuous variables.  For each of these problems, a straight-

forward formulation and solution via branch and bound would have been computationally 

infeasible.  In both cases, the algorithm required very few cuts to solve the global 

problem.  Similarly, [Hiller and Eckstein 1993] used Bender’s decomposition to solve a 

fixed income portfolio model.  This was also a large stochastic problem.  The authors 

showed that the structure of the problem had the dual block angular structure (L-shaped).  

They found that Bender’s algorithm generated more cuts as the number of scenarios 

grew.     

Bender’s decomposition has been widely used in many applications.  For 

examples, [Bahl and Zionts, 1987] used Bender’s decomposition to solve a minimization 

of a multi-item scheduling problem.  The problem is a mixed-integer (0-1) programming, 

and the structure of the problem was essential to the use of Bender’s decomposition.  

Specifically, when the capacity constraint was removed, the problem could be solved 
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individually.  The master problem became a pure 0-1 integer and was solved using an 

integer programming approach.  The subproblems could be solved as transportation 

problems.  Since solving transportation problems is easy, one only needed a strategy to 

efficiently solve the master problem.  The authors employed a strategy suggested by 

[Geoffrion and Graves, 1974] whereby an initial lower bound is set to minus infinity and 

an initial upper bound is set to infinity.  Normally in Bender’s algorithm, if the problem is 

a minimization, solving the master problem provides a lower bound and solving the 

subproblem provides an upper bound.  Geoffrion and Graves suggested that the master 

problem need not be solved to optimality.  Thus, the master problem is solved only to 

produce a feasible integer solution which an objective function value obtained is less than 

the upper bound provided by the subproblem.  The Bender’s algorithm iterates until the 

master problem can not find any feasible integer solution which the objective function 

value obtained is less than the current upper bound.  Bahl and Zionts also suggested that a 

heuristic procedure may be used to find a good starting solution which would provide a 

good bound, thus should result in a faster convergence.   

[Van Roy 1986] developed a cross-decomposition algorithm for capacitated 

facility location.  The capacitated facility location problem was decomposed to a master 

problem and subproblems.  The algorithm was based on the Bender’s decomposition but 

used a more sophisticated way to generate cuts to the master problem.  The method was 

to iteratively solve two types of the subproblems (primal subproblems and dual 

subproblems) before generating cuts to the master problem.  The primal subproblems 

give dual information to be fixed in the dual subproblems.  One iterates between these 
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two problems until one obtains convergence.  Then, this solution provides cuts to the 

master problem.  They also noticed that the subproblems could have multiple dual 

solutions and that the duals chosen have significant effect on the speed of convergence of 

the overall algorithm.  They therefore developed strong cuts based on the multiple dual 

information.   

[Bloom 1983] used generalized Bender’s decomposition to solve a model for 

planning least-cost investments in electricity generating capacity with probabilistic 

reliability constraints.  The problem naturally decomposes into two parts, determining the 

optimal investments in new generating capacity and determining the operating cost and 

reliability of the generating system.  The master problem, which is a linear program, is 

used to generate trial solutions for the optimal capacity expansion plan.  The subproblems 

are used to determine the minimum cost of operation and the reliability of the trial system 

in each period of the planning horizon.  Though the subproblems are nonlinear 

optimization problems, the dual of the problem can be solved quite easily by using the 

probabilistic simulation algorithm [Baleriaux et al. 1967 and Booth 1972].  Associated 

with the solution of the subproblems are sets of dual multipliers which are returned to the 

master problem.  The algorithm iterates until an optimal capacity expansion plan is 

found.  Other related literature in this area can be found in [Bloom et al. 1984], [Sherali 

and Staschus 1990] and [Hobbs and Ji, 1999].  The differences relate to how the 

subproblems are solved given the specific structure of their problem.  Each handles the 

master problem by adding Bender cuts.  
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[Cai et al. 2001] used Bender’s decomposition to solve large nonconvex water 

resources management models.  The nonconvex nonlinear programming problems are 

large and sparse.  The existing solvers, e.g., MINOS5 and CONOPT2 can not solve 

problems of this size.  When applying Bender’s decomposition, the master problem and 

subproblems are linear programs.  The authors demonstrated that the use of Bender’s 

decomposition was much faster than using either MINOS5 or CONOPT2 directly to the 

overall problem.  Other applications which involve nonlinear programming problems 

such as [Clasen 1984] used the same approach of using Bender’s decomposition to solve 

the chemical equilibrium problem.  The problem was transformed and decomposed to 

linear master problem and subproblems.  The Bender’s algorithm was solved iteratively 

and optimality was proven. [Armstrong and Willis 1977] developed a model for water 

planning that simultaneously considered both investment and allocation decisions.  The 

model was a quadratic mixed-integer programming problem.  The Bender’s 

decomposition was used to solve the problem and convergence was relative quick, i.e. 

required very few iterations of the master problem. 

[Magnanti and Wong 1981] developed an approach to accelerate convergence of 

Bender’s Decomposition for solving a facility location which is categorized to a network 

optimization.  The network optimization such as shortest route, transshipment etc. are 

known for their degeneracy.  Degenerate solutions provided by subproblems pose an 

issue of how to select a good solution to construct a good cut.  Magnanti and Wong 

solved another linear program to determine which solution to be chosen.  This technique 

chose a strong or dominating cut.   In their approach, the overall time required of the 
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subproblems increased (since additional linear programs were required), but such 

additional effort was worthwhile since the number of Bender’s cuts needed to solve the 

overall problem was radically reduced.   

We have seen that the Bender’s decomposition is suitable for problems with the 

L-shaped or dual block angular structure.  In this dissertation we pose the question of can 

we apply Bender’s decomposition when the problem does not have this classic L-shaped 

block structure.  Specifically, the structure that our problem exhibits is the one shown in 

the figure 1.3 – a structure commonly called the block angular structure.  
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Figure 1.3 Block-angular structure 

 

The block-angular structure is comprised of sets of constraints jB , which are 

arranged in a diagonal shape and would form independent problems if the constraints in 

the A-matrix were ignored.  The above structure can be formulated as  

    Max   xcT  

    Subject to  bAx   
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      jj bxB      

      0x  

where we are maximizing xcT  subject toe bAx  constraints and additional constraints 

jj bxB  .  We can exploit this type of block structure by using the Dantzig-Wolfe (D-W) 

decomposition [Dantzig and Wolfe 1960], often referred to as a column-generation 

method.  The D-W decomposition removes the jj bxB   constraints from the original 

problem and creates a new problem which contains only the bAx   constraints.  This 

problem will be called the master problem.  The remaining jj bxB   constraints create 

subproblems (or “pricing problems”. [Barnhart et al. 1996] because these problems 

determine new columns with their respective prices that will be added to the master 

problem.  Thus, this decomposition is similar to Benders decomposition and provides a 

mechanism to divide the work into a master problem and a number of subproblems.   

The D-W algorithm begins by solving some collection of sub-problems to 

generate columns that provide the master problem with a set of initial columns.  The 

master problem is solved with these columns that then provide dual information to the 

subproblems.  This dual information is used to generate new columns to the master 

problem.  For a maximization problem, we are looking for columns to the master problem 

that will have negative reduced costs (i.e. will improve the solution value of the master 

problem).  We solve the master problem which provides us with new dual prices 

associated with the constraints bAx  .  These dual prices are used to determine if there 

is a sub-problem that provides a new column that will have negative reduced cost.  The 
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process continues until there are no columns that price out correctly, i.e. have negative 

reduced cost.  This guarantees the optimal solution to the original problem (if the 

problem is linear) or provides the value of the linear programming relaxation to the 

master problem (if the problem is an integer linear-programming problem).   

This approach removes the necessity of generating all possible columns “up 

front”, when the number of such columns can easily be in the billions. Since only a small 

number of columns actually improve the linear programming solution, we improve the 

objective function iteratively and reduce the overall work required to solve the problem.  

The master problem with a limited number of columns is called a “restricted master 

problem” (RMP). Once a new column with negative reduced cost is found, it is added to 

the RMP.  For mixed-integer programming (MIP) problems, the D-W decomposition 

may not give an optimal integer solution.  In such cases, a branching procedure similar to 

the normal branch-and-bound approach of linear integer programming is needed to prove 

optimality.  The algorithm which incorporates the column generation with the branch-

and-bound is called the Branch-and-Price.  We will discuss the details of the D-W 

decomposition and the Branch-and-Price algorithm in chapter 3.  

 Decomposition for the ATP problem 

Next, we present literature in the ATP area which has applied the column 

generation and/or the Branch-and-Price algorithm to solve their problems.  [Cheng et al. 

2006] developed a model to determine product offerings (i.e. product substitution 

possibilities to meet demand forecasts) that might be used in an Assemble-To-Order 
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environment. The model finds marketable product alternatives in a given product 

portfolio that best utilize available component supply. A column generation was used to 

solve this model.  The problem was decomposed to a master problem and sub-problems.  

The master problem generates an optimal build plan for a recommended set of product 

configurations.  The sub-problems use dual prices from the master problem to determine 

new configurations to be added to the existing set. The authors did not discuss the use of 

a branch and price routine.   We must infer that they stopped when they had arrived at a 

feasible integer solution that was within some tolerance.  This paper is the only one we 

could find that employed a column generation to solve a production problem.  

On the other hand, column generation has been widely used in many other 

applications.  For examples, [Desrosiers et al. 1999] solved airline crew scheduling 

problems using the column generation method.  The airline crew scheduling involves 

determining a collection of crew schedules that minimize total cost to the airline while 

assuring that each crew is provided with a schedule that meets all of the labor rules.  The 

problem is decomposed into a master problem and sub-problems.  The master problem 

solves a linear relaxation of the generalized set partitioning problem.  The subproblems 

generate new crew schedules with negative reduced cost to add to the master problem.  A 

partial branching with a depth-first search was used to find an integer solution.  The 

resulting integer solutions were found to be close enough to the linear program bound to 

stop with relatively reasonable solution times. Other set partitioning problems which used 

the column generation include the dynamic routing of independent vehicles by 

[Savelsbergh and Sol 1998], aircraft routing and scheduling by [Desaulniers et al. 1997] 
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and generalized assignment problem by [Savelsbergh 1997], in cutting stock problems 

[Vanderbeck 2000] and [Vance, et al.], combinatorial auctions [De Vries et al. 2004], 

vehicle scheduling [Foster and Ryan 1976], political districting [Johnson 1998]. For an 

overview of such methods see [Barnhart, et al. 1999] 

We found only one paper that described using column generation to solve a 

stochastic MIP problem.  [Lulli and Sen 2004] used a branch-and-price algorithm to solve 

a multistage stochastic batch-sizing problem.  The problem has a block angular structure 

as shown in figure 1.3.  Subproblems were alternative scenarios.  Each scenario could be 

considered independent if the linking constraint was removed (i.e the constraint that 

forces all scenarios’ decisions with the same history until the t
th
 stage must result in the 

same decision until this stage).  For this problem, the branch-and-price algorithm it was 

shown to have taken less time to solve compared to a commercial general purpose code, 

especially as the size of the problem increased. We will present the SATP problem’s 

description and formulation in chapter 2. 
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2. Problem Formulation 

 

In this chapter, we describe a full version of the SATP problem descriptions, 

notations and its formulation.  Since the full version of the SATP could not be solved by 

commercial solvers, we have also created a simplified version of the SATP to work with.  

The simplified version of the SATP has the same structure as the full version one.  We 

will study and experiment with the simplified version of the SATP because it is easier to 

gain insights of the problem structure with this version.  Another benefit of using the 

simplified version of the SATP is it can be solved by off-the-shelf solvers.  Thus, we can 

have a benchmark to compare against.  Since the model is less complicated, it will not 

take long time to solve the problem even with a number of scenarios are included to the 

problem.   

 The full version of the SATP problem descriptions and notations: 

We model the SATP problem as an optimization problem.  The purpose of the 

model is to maximize overall profit.  A time periods is usually equal to an 8 hour shift or 

a working day.  We denote et  the time period that has just ended when the model is about 

to be executed.  A planning horizon of the model consists of T time periods.  We assume 

the manufacturer offers multiple products of personal computers with different 

component options.  Components are grouped into different component types according 
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to their basic functional specifications, for example, 100 GB hard disk drive, 3 GHz Intel 

Pentium 4 CPU, 16x4x56 DVD-RW combo drive and so forth.  All component types 

used in assembling finished products are grouped into set M.  Some component types 

such as a DVD-RW at a certain specification may be supplied by multiple suppliers.  The 

collection of suppliers k of type-j component are grouped into set in jM .  Customers can 

customize their orders to consist of a certain supplier k for component type-j, for 

example, they can specify that they want a Maxtor disk drive.  They may also specify a 

group of suppliers for a certain component type-j and allow the manufacturer to choose 

among the available alternatives.  The collections of customers’ preferences are grouped 

into set 
i

jM .   

A customized bill-of-material (BOM) for the first stage decision, jifbom , , and for 

the second stage decision, sjisbom ,, , specify the number of type-j component required in 

finished products for order i.  We denote   a production lead time and assume it to be 

constant.  There are three types of flexibilities embedded in a customer order, a range of 

promised quantity, an allowed time window for promised due date and choices of 

suppliers for each component.  The optimization model exploits those flexibilities to 

manage order promising and production planning as illustrated in figure 2.1.   
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Figure 2.1 ATP function 

 

We show an example of an ATP execution with a rolling horizon in figure 2.1.  In 

this example, the planning horizon time T  is 10 time periods.  Since the current time 

period that has just ended is 1et , the ATP planning horizon is time periods 2 through  

time period 11, and the production lead time is 2  time periods.  During time period 

1, there was an order “A” with due dates ranging from time period 7 to 9.  We executed 

the ATP at the end of time period 1.  The ATP decided to accept the order “A” with 

promised due date in time period 7 and scheduled the production at the beginning of time 

period 6 to finish at the end of time period 7.  The delivery took place at the end of time 

period 7, thereby avoiding any finished product inventory cost.  When there is no time 

between production completion and delivery, the process is called “just in time” 
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production.  Such production reduces both finished goods inventory and goods-in-process 

inventory costs.  The figure below illustrates the next execution in the next time period.  

During time period 2, orders “B” and “C” came in with the same range of due dates 

(between time period 7 and 8).  The ATP execution at the end of time period 2 decided to 

accept order “B” but deny order “C” due to production capacity limitations.  It could not 

produce both orders at the same time.  Order “C” is denied because order “B” yields 

more profit than order “C”.  The ATP model needed to adjust its planned production of 

order “A” to accommodate the production of order “B”.  We explain notations of an 

index set of time period we use in our model.  We use the notation ](Tt  to represent the 

set },...,2,1{ Tttt   and the notation ][Tt  to represent the set },...,2,1,{ Ttttt  .   

 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

et ](Tte](et ]( Tte

](Tte
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Figure 2.2 Example of index notation 1 

 

Figure 2.2 shows examples of index set of time periods we use in our model.  For 

example, ]( Tte  represents time periods between time period 4 and time period 11.  
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Because the beginning time period of ]( Tte  is 4131 et  and the ending time 

period is 112103]( Tte .  
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Figure 2.3 Example of index notation 2 

 

There is a finished product holding cost per time period denoted by iffphold  for 

first stage decisions and sisfphold ,  for second stage decisions.  There is also a process 

holding cost denoted by pifwiphold ,  for first stage decisions and spiswiphold ,,  for second 

stage decisions.  The finished product holding cost is incurred at the end of the time 

period as seen in figure 2.3.  For example, if the procudtion of order i is finished at the 

end of time period 7, but the product is not delivered until the end of time period 8, then a 

finished product holding cost is incurred at the end of time period 8.  

The work-in-process holding cost represents the holding cost of the unfinished 

product in stage s of the production.  The index p denotes the number of additional time 
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periods needed to complete the  -time-period production process.  For example, in 

figure 2.3, the planned production of order i is between time period 6 and 7.  The 

production lead–time is  2 , the production begins at the beginning of time period 6.  

At the end of time period 6, stage 1 of the production process has passed.  During this 

time period, the work-in-process incurs a holding cost with index p=2 which means it 

needs an additional two time periods to complete the production.  The work-in-process 

holding cost with index p=1 means it needs an additional one time period to complete the 

production.  It will incur cost during the next time period 7.  At this time the production 

process is in stage 2.  Normally, a work-in-process holding cost is cheaper when the 

production process is in an early stage.  This means the work in process holding cost for 

p=2 is cheaper than p=1.  Because in the early stage of production we may be assembling 

only motherboards and their components, storage space required to store the unfinished 

products is small.  Once the unfinished products continue to the next phase of assembly, 

they contain more parts and require more storage space.  

 The SATP Model Formulation and Description 

Indices 

i – orders 

j – component types 

k - suppliers 

s – scenarios 

t – time periods 
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p - additional time periods needed to complete the  -time-period production 

 

Sets 

O  - newly-arrived orders 

Ô  - previously-promised orders 

sO  - future orders 

T  - time periods 

iW  - set of delivery time window t for newly-arrived order i  

s

iW  - set of delivery time window t for future order i in scenario s 

S  - scenarios 

M – set of all component types used in assembling finished products 

jM  - set of suppliers k of component type j also called component instance (j,k) 

i

jM  - set of component instance (j,k) of order i  

 

Data 

sprob  – probability associate to scenario s 

tkjplanrect ,,  – planned receipt of component type-j from supplier k in time period t, it is 

assumed to be known and can not be changed. 

tprodcap  – production capacity in time period t 

tundrutilp  – penalty associate to capacity under-utilization in time period t  
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tutiltrgt  – desired production utilization target in time period t 

iflb  – minimum quantity required for order i for first stage variables 

ifub  – maximum quantity required for order i for first stage variables 

jifbom ,  – bill-of-materials specify number of type-j components required in a finished 

product for order i for first stage variables 

ifrev  – revenue per unit from delivering order i for first stage variables 

ifdeny  – denial penalty cost for order i for first stage variables 

kjfmatc ,  – material cost per unit of component type-j from supplier k for first stage 

variables 

iffphold  – holding cost of finished product per time period for order i for first stage 

variables 

pifwiphold ,  – holding cost of work-in-progress for order i for first stage variables, where 

the index p denotes the number of additional time periods needed to complete the  -

time-period production process 

kjfmatinvh ,  – holding cost per time period of material inventory of component type-j 

from supplier k for first stage variables 

sislb ,  – minimum quantity required for order i in scenario s for second stage variables 

sisub ,  – maximum quantity required for order i in scenario s for second stage variables 

sjisbom ,,  – bill-of-materials specify number of type-j components required in a finished 

product for order i in scenario s for second stage variables 
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sisrev ,  – revenue per unit from delivering order i in scenario s for second stage variables 

sisdeny ,  – denial penalty cost for order i in scenario s for second stage variables 

skjsmatc ,,  – material cost per unit of component type-j from supplier k in scenario s for 

second stage variables 

sisfphold ,  – holding cost of finished product per time period for order i in scenario s for 

second stage variables 

spiswiphold ,,  – holding cost of work-in-progress for order i in scenario s for second stage 

variables, where the index p denotes the number of additional time periods needed to 

complete the  -time-period production process 

skjsmatinvh ,,  – holding cost per time period of material inventory of component type-j 

from supplier k in scenario s for second stage variables 

 

Variables 

tiFQ ,  – first stage quantity delivered for order i in time t, 0  

iFZ  – first stage order fulfillment indicator (1, if a new order i is promised, 0 otherwise) 

tkjiFX ,,,  – first stage quantity of component instance (j,k) use in the following  -time-

period production for order i in time period t, 0  

tiFFP ,  – first stage finished-product inventory for order i at the end of time period t, 0  

tiFP ,  – first stage quantity produced for order i in time period t (note that the entire 

production process actually starts in the time period t ), 0  
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tiFD ,  – first stage delivery time period indicator (1, if a new order i is promised a 

delivery time period t, 0 otherwise) 

stiSQ ,,  – second stage quantity delivered for order i in time t in scenario s, 0  

siSZ ,  – second stage order fulfillment indicator (1, if a new order i is promised, 0 

otherwise) in scenario s 

stkjiSX ,,,,  – second stage quantity of component instance (j,k) use in the following  -

time-period production for order i in time period t in scenario s, 0  

stiSFP ,,  – second stage finished-product inventory for order i at the end of time period t in 

scenario s, 0  

stiSP ,,  – second stage quantity produced for order i in time period t in scenario s (note that 

the entire production process actually starts in the time period t ), 0  

stiSD ,,  – second stage delivery time period indicator (1, if a new order i is promised a 

delivery time period t in scenario s, 0 otherwise) 

stkjSR ,,,  – second stage material inventory of component instance (j,k) at the end of time 

period t in scenario s, 0  

stSY ,  – second stage capacity utilization indicator (1, if the specific capacity utilization is 

met in time period t in scenario s, 0 otherwise) 
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The SATP model consists of: 

 An objective function which maximizes a total expected profit. 

 Order promising and order fulfillment constraints. 

 Finished product production and inventory constraints. 

 Production capacity constraints. 

 Material requirements constraints. 

 Raw material inventory constraints. 

 

Maximize 
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Our objective function maximizes the total expected profit by subtracting material 

costs, finished product holding costs and work in process holding costs from revenues 

and adds the expected profit (revenue minus costs) from future orders.  A denying 
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penalty is incurred and is based on the long-term impact of denying a particular order 

plus the short term impact of not receiving the revenue from the current sale.  The 

denying penalty can be express by iiii lbrev    where i  is a long term impact 

value, i  is a short term impact value multiply by revenue of order i and a lower bound 

of promised quantity to represent the lowest estimate of the lost sale. 

 

Subject to 

Order promising and order fulfillment: 





iWt

iti FZFD ,      Oi  (2.1) 

0, 
 tWt

tiFD        Oi  (2.2) 

tiiti FDflbFQ ,,       ](, TttOi e  (2.3) 

tiiti FDfubFQ ,,       ](, TttOi e  (2.4) 





i
sWt

sisti SZSD ,,,     SsOi s  ,   (2.5) 

0,, 
 tWt

stiSD       SsOi s  ,   (2.6) 

stiisti SDslbSQ ,,,,      ](,, TttSsOi e

s   (2.7) 

stiisti SDsubSQ ,,,,      ](,, TttSsOi e

s   (2.8) 

iti
qfFQ ˆˆ,

        Oi ˆ  (2.9) 

0, tiFQ      ](,ˆ,ˆ TttttOi e   (2.10) 
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The model determines whether to accept new orders in constraint (2.1).  If the 

order is accepted then a due date and promised quantity will be determined by constraint 

(2.2)-(2.4).  Since the SATP model will be executed repeatedly over a planning horizon, 

any previously promised orders from a previous execution are kept in the current 

execution as shown in constraint (2.9).  Let iqf ˆ  be a previously promised quantity for 

order i and t̂  be a previously promised due date or time period.  

 

Finished product production and inventory: 

0)(,  ettiFFP        Oi  (2.11) 

0),(,  stti e
SFP       SsOi s  ,   (2.12) 

)(,)(,
ˆ

ee ttitti pfFFP         Oi ˆ  (2.13) 

0, tiFP       ](, ettOi   (2.14) 

0,, stiSP      ](,, e

s ttSsOi   (2.15) 

titi pfFP ,,
ˆ       ](,ˆ ettOi   (2.16) 

titititi FQFFPFPFFP ,,,)1(,     ](,ˆ TttOOi e  (2.17) 

stistististi SQSFPSPSFP ,,,,,,),1(,    ](,, TttSsOi e

s   (2.18) 

0)(, TtiFFP       OOi ˆ   (2.19) 

0),(,  sTtiSFP       SsOi s  ,   (2.20) 

We specify the initial finished product inventory to be zero for new order and 

equal to ending inventory from previous execution for promised orders by constraints 
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(2.11)-(2.13).  A production quantity from time period 1et  to et  for new orders, if 

accepted, is zero because the production has not completed, this is done by constraint 

(2.14)-(2.15).  On the other hand, a production quantity from time period 1et  to et  

is equal to previously promised production quantity that is still in the production process 

and scheduled to be completed in those time periods.  It is carried over from previous 

execution for promised orders.  This is done by constraint (2.16).  An inventory balancing 

is done by constraints (2.17)-(2.18).  An ending inventory is zero in constraints (2.19)-

(2.20). 

 

Production capacity: 
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A production capacity in time period t denoted by tprodcap  must meet a 

utilization target which is expressed in percentage of the production capacity, denoted by 

ettutiltrgt  .  Otherwise an under utilization penalty denoted by 
ettundrutilp   will incur in 

the objective function. This is done by constraint (2.21).  The production capacity in each 

time period t and in each scenario s cannot exceed the capacity limit.  This is done by 

constraint (2.22).   
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Material requirements: 
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Materials required to produce a finished product must be equal to a specification 

according to bill of material.  This is done by constraint (2.23).  Customers can specify 

their preference of suppliers for a certain kind of component by constraint (2.24).  The 

constraint forces components supplied by suppliers that are not in customers’ preference 

set 
i

jM  to be zero.  The model does not allow a production process with   production 

lead time to cross over from the current planning horizon to the next one by using 

constraint (2.25).  
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Raw material inventory: 
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Raw material inventory is considered only for future orders because every time 

the model is executed, we are in time period et , so there is no inventory at the present 

time for future orders.  The raw material inventory involves planned receipt of raw 

materials and the number of components used to assemble finished products from the 

promised orders, new orders and future orders.  The raw material inventory balancing 

constraint is (2.29).  Initial raw material inventory for each scenario is the ending 

inventory of raw material from the last execution.  This is done through constraint (2.30). 

 Simplified SATP Problem Formulation and Description: 

Since the original problem could not be solved to optimality, we created a simpler 

problem that has the same underlying structure.  The simplified problem can be solved to 

optimality by current commercial solvers.  We will use the result from CPLEX as a 

benchmark for performance of the decomposition algorithms.  Using the simplified 

version of the SATP, it is also easier to gain insights of the problem structure. Another 

advantage of using the simplified version of the SATP problem is we can incorporate as 

many scenarios as possible into the model to study the performance of the decomposition 

methods.  This contribution could compensate for the lack of the multitude of constraints 
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that the original problem possesses.  The following is the simplified version of the SATP 

problem.   

 

Indices 

i – orders 

s – scenarios 

t –delivery time window for order i 

 

Sets 

O  - newly-arrived orders 

sO  - future orders 

T  - time periods 

S  - scenarios 

iW  - set of delivery time window t for newly-arrived order i  

s

iW  - set of delivery time window t for future order i in scenario s 

 

Data 

iflb  – lower bound on delivered quantity for order i for first stage variables 

ifub  – upper bound on delivered quantity for order i for first stage variables 

ifrev  – revenue from order i if it is accepted for first stage variables 
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ifhold  – inventory holding cost per unit of product per time period for first stage 

variables 

ifprodc  - production cost per unit of product for first stage variables 

sprob  – probability associated to each scenario s 

tcapacity  – production capacity in time t 

sislb ,  – lower bound on delivered quantity for order i in scenario s for second stage 

variables 

sisub ,  – upper bound on delivered quantity for order i in scenario s for second stage 

variables 

sisrev ,  – revenue from order i if it is accepted in scenario s for second stage variables 

sishold ,  – inventory holding cost per unit of product per time period in scenario s for 

second stage variables 

sisprodc ,  - production cost per unit of product in scenario s for second stage variables 

 

Variables 

tiFQ ,  – delivered quantity for order i in time period t,  >=0 

tiFD ,  – delivered date for order i in time t, 1 if time t is selected to be a delivered date for 

order i, 0 otherwise, {0,1} 

tiFP ,  – production quantity for order i in time t, >=0 

tiFINV ,  – inventory level of order i in time t, >=0  
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stiSQ ,,  – delivered quantity for order i in time period t in scenario s,  >=0  

stiSD ,,  – delivered date for order i in time t in scenario s, 1 if time t is selected to be a 

delivered date for order i in scenario s, 0 otherwise, {0,1} 

stiSP ,,  – production quantity for order i in time t in scenario s, >=0 

stiSINV ,,  - inventory level of order i in time t in scenario s, >=0  

 

Maximize 
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tiiti FDflbFQ ,,       TtOi  ,   (2.32) 

tiiti FDfubFQ ,,       TtOi  ,   (2.33) 

1, 
 iWt

tiFD       Oi   (2.34) 





tWt

tiFD 0,       Oi   (2.35) 

titititi FQFINVFPFINV ,,,)1(,     TtOi  ,   (2.36) 

00, tiFINV       TtOi  ,   (2.37) 
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stisisti SDslbSQ ,,,,,       SsTtOi s  ,,  (2.38) 

stisisti SDsubSQ ,,,,,       SsTtOi s  ,,  (2.39) 

1,, 
 s

iWt

stiSD       SsOi s  ,   (2.40) 

0,, 
 s

tWt

stiSD       SsOi s  ,   (2.41) 

stistististi SQSINVSPSINV ,,,,,,),1(,    SsTtOi s  ,,  (2.42) 

0,0,  stiSINV       SsTtOi s  ,,  (2.43) 

Non negativity 

0, tiFQ  

0,, stiSQ  

0, tiFP  

0,, stiSP  

0, tiFINV  

0,, stiSINV  

Binary 

}1,0{,tiFD  

}1,0{,, stiSD  

We assume a manufacturer offers one product, i.e. a PC with fixed configuration.  

The model represents a high-level planning production that disregards several 

components within PCs such as monitors, hard disk drives, optical drives, etc.  We 
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assume an order represents the numbers of PCs required.  Our purpose is to learn what 

decompositions work for this structure.  For simplicity, we will not run our experiment as 

a simulation model in which it will be run repeatedly over a time horizon.  Instead, we 

will run the model once at the end of the business day.  Therefore, a batch length is one 

time period.  Order promising decisions will be made for orders collected during the 

business day by taking into account future orders for each scenario.  The model offers 

two types of flexibilities, due date range and promised quantity range.  It can be seen that 

the structure of the simplified problem is the same as the full version of the problem.   

Our objective function is to maximize an overall profit by subtracting a 

production cost and a holding cost term from a revenue term.  Constraint (2.31) ensures 

that production in the first-stage and the second-stage do not exceed a production 

capacity.  Constraints (2.32) and (2.33) define a lower bound and an upper bound of 

quantity of product to be delivered for an accepted order.  Constraints (2.34) and (2.35) 

ensure that each order within an allowed window is accepted only once.  Those that are 

not in the allowed window are not accepted.  Constraint (2.36)-(2.37) keeps track of 

inventory, production and promised quantity in time t  for the first-stage. Variables in 

constraints (2.32)-(2.37) are the first-stage variables.  Constraints (2.38)-(2.39) define a 

lower bound and an upper bound of quantity of product to be delivered for the future 

order.  Constraints (2.40)-(2.41) ensure that each future order within an allowed window 

is accepted only once.  Those that are not in the allowed window are not accepted.  

Constraint (2.42)-(2.43) keeps track of inventory, production and promised quantity in 
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time t  for the second-stage. Variables in constraints (2.38)-(2.43) are the second-stage 

variables.   
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3. Comparing Decomposition Methods 

 

In this chapter we discuss the details of decomposition methods which were 

introduced in chapter 1.  Details of the Dantzig-Wolfe (D-W) decomposition or column 

generation and the Bender’s decomposition will be discussed.  We then demonstrate how 

to apply both Bender’s decomposition and the D-W decomposition methods to the 

simplified version of the SATP problem.  The decomposed problem formulations 

corresponding to each decomposition method will be presented.  Branching rules and 

branching algorithms will be discussed after the discussion of the D-W decomposition to 

complete the Branch-and-Price algorithm.  The last section will discuss about a selection 

of the decomposition methods to solve our problem based on the underlying structure of 

the SATP problem.   

We begin by referring to a block-angular structure in figure 1.3 to demonstrate 

the structure of the simplified version of the SATP problem.  From now on, every time 

we say “the SATP problem”, we refer to “the simplified version of the SATP problem”.  

In the block-angular structure, the constraints in each block i of ii bxB   appear to be 

independent from each other.  However, the constraints bAx   bind all ii bxB   together 

into one large problem.  If the constraints bAx   are removed, the problem can be 

decomposed into several independent sub-problems which are smaller and easier to solve.  

The constraints bAx   correspond to constraints (2.31) in the SATP problem.  These 
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constraints link all other constraints together because they contain both the first-stage and 

the second-stage variables, FP and SP respectively.  The constraints ii bxB    where i=1 

correspond to constraints (2.32)-(2.37).  These constraints represent the first-stage 

decision because they contain only the first-stage variables (FP, FD, FQ and FINV).  The 

constraints ii bxB   where i>1 correspond to constraints (2.38)-(2.43).  These constraints 

represent the second-stage decision because they contain the second-stage variables (SP, 

SD, SQ and SINV).  These variables are separated by scenarios, for example, 1,,tiSD  and 

other second-stage variables with the scenario index s=1 are in a block where i=2.  The 

other second-stage variables with the scenario index s=2 appear in a block where i=3 and 

so forth.   

 Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition 

In Chapter 1, we introduced the D-W decomposition method.  In this section, we 

will discuss details of the algorithm as it applies to the SATP problem.  The SATP 

problem is decomposed into a master problem and sub-problems.  The master problem is 

constructed from constraints 2.31.  The rest of the constraints create the sub-problems.  

From [Dantzig and Wolfe 1960], the master problem contains a number of columns or 

extreme points.  Each column is associated with a variable.  An optimal solution to the 

master problem can be represented by a linear convex combination of those columns.  

We perform the D-W decomposition in two steps or phases.  This is the same as the two-

phase method employed by the simplex method.  Phase_I identifies if the SATP problem 

is feasible.  It initializes and populates feasible columns to the master problem to begin 
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Phase_II.  If the sub-problems cannot provide feasible columns to the master problem, 

the SATP problem is infeasible.  The differences of the master problem in Phase_I and 

Phase_II are the objective function and constraints.  Figure 3.1 shows the master problem 

phase_I formulation.   

 

Min     Excess 

Subject to   
t

sk i

skssktis

k i

kkti capacityExcessSPFP  
][

][,][,,,
*

,,
*   

     ts,  (3.1) 

  1
k

k    (3.2) 

  1
][

][, 
sk

sks  s   (3.3) 

  0,, ][, Excesssksk    (3.4) 

Figure 3.1 Master problem Phase_I formulation 

 

As stated before, the purpose of Phase_I is to initialize and populate feasible 

columns to the master problem.  The objective function of the master problem Phase_I is 

to minimize a variable, labeled Excess.  Notice that ktiFP ,,
*

 and 
*

][,,, sktisSP  with a 

superscript * mean they are parameters not variables, sent to the master problem Phase_I 

as columns.  An index k means a number of the first-stage columns added to the master 

problem.  An index k[s] means a number of the second-stage columns added to the master 

problem.  The second-stage column itself is indexed by a scenario.  Each scenario 
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corresponds to each of the second-stage subproblems.  Each subproblem provides one 

column to the master problem per iteration.  Therefore, there are multiple columns added 

to the master problem per iteration.   

An k  is a variable associates to the first-stage column while an ][, sks  is a 

variable associates to the second-stage column in each scenario.  Constraint 3.1 is a 

production capacity which is removed from the SATP problem.  Notice that the Excess 

variable is a slack variable to constraint 3.1.  Constraints 3.2 and 3.3 are linear convex 

combination of columns.  Figure 3.2 shows the first-stage subproblems Phase_I 

formulation. 

 

Max  prfconvexFPprcap ti

i t s

ts __ ,, 







   

Subject to tititi FDflbFQ ,,,     ti,   (3.5) 

  tititi FDfubFQ ,,,     ti,   (3.6) 

  1, 
 iWt

tiFD     i   (3.7) 

  0,  iWtiFD     iWti  ,  (3.8) 

  titititi FQFINVFPFINV ,,,)1(,   ti,   (3.9) 

  00, tiFINV     i   (3.10) 

Figure 3.2 First-stage subproblem Phase_I formulation 
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An objective function of the first-stage sub-problem Phase_I consists of dual 

prices associate to the constraint 3.1, tsprcap ,_ , and a dual price associate to the 

constraint 3.2, prfconvex _ .  This constraint is the convexity constraint that says that 

only possible stage-1 schedule can be chosen.  Constraints 3.5 to 3.10 are the same as the 

ones in the SATP problem.  Figure 3.3 shows the second-stage subproblems Phase_I 

formulation. 
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Figure 3.3 Second-stage subproblems Phase_I formulation 

 

An objective function of the second-stage subproblems Phase_I consists of the 

same dual prices associate to the constraint 3.1, tsprcap ,_  as appear in the first-stage 

subproblems Phase_I, and the dual prices associate to the constraints 3.3, sprsconvex_ , 
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where similarly, constraints 3.3 indicate that only one possible schedule for each scenario 

can be chosen.  Constraints (3.11) to (3.16) are the same as the ones in the SATP 

problem.   

Phase_I begins by initializing 0_ , tsprcap  and 1_ prfconvex , 

1_ sprsconvex  then solves subproblems as a MIP.  Solutions from the subproblems 

constitute columns that will be added to the master problem.  One column consists of two 

parts, an objective function coefficient and constraint coefficients.  First we compute an 

objective function coefficient of a column that will be added to the master problem.  The 

objective function coefficient of the added column is a net profit which the current 

solution produces.  The coefficient for the first-stage decision is computed via the 

following formula.  It is indexed by a column index k.   
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The coefficient for the second-stage decision is computed via the following formula.  It is 

indexed by scenario s and column index k[s].   
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Note that the objective function coefficient is not a reduced cost of the column.  

The reduced cost of the column is determined by the objective function value of the 

subproblem.  We formulate the subproblem as a maximization so that the positive 

reduced cost or objective function value will price out favorably.  Once the objective 

function coefficients of the columns were computed then the constraint coefficients are 

constructed to constitute a complete column.  The coefficient of constraint 3.1 are 
*

,, ktiFP  

and 
*

][,,, sktisSP  which are the solutions from the subproblems.  The coefficient of constraint 

3.2 and 3.3 are 1s.  The complete first-stage column and second-stage column are 

displayed in figure 3.4.   

 

 first-stage column  second-stage column 
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Figure 3.4 Coefficients of columns added to master problem 

 

The subproblems are solved to optimality to guarantee an optimal solution to the 

SATP problem.  This means that when the solution procedures ends, there are no 

columns with positive reduced cost, i.e. the best column that each of the subproblems can 

produce given the current dual prices has are non-positive.  If the reduced cost 

determined by the subproblem is positive, the column in figure 3.4 is added to master 

problem.  The master problem is solved as an L.P. relaxation.  Dual prices of constraints 
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3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 are updated in the subproblems’ objective function.  The algorithm 

repeats by solving the subproblems.  There are two possible results at the end of Phase_I..  

When the procedure ends, either Excess=0, and we can continue to Phase II or Excess>0, 

and the overall problem is infeasible. 

Before Phase_II can begin, the master problem and the subproblems need to be 

modified.  Their objective functions need to be changed from Phase_I to the following 

objective functions.  The new master problem’s objective function is: 
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The new subproblems’ objective function for the first-stage is: 
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The new subproblems’ objective function for the second-stage is: 
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Everything else remains the same as in Phase I.  The constraints of the subproblems in 

Phase_II are the same as Phase_I.  The only changes are the objective functions.  The 

constraint 3.1 in the master problem is modified too.  The Excess variable is taken out of 

the constraint 3.1.  The constraint 3.1 is: 

 

t
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Other constraints in the master problem are the same as Phase_I.  All columns that were 

added to the master problem in Phase_I have been carried to Phase_II.   

Phase_II begins by solving the master problem.  Solving this problem provides 

new dual prices to the subproblems and the solution algorithm continues as in Phase I. 

Phase_II terminates when no columns with positive reduced cost can be found by the 

subproblems.  Hence, D-W decomposition has found a linear-programming relaxation to 

the SATP problem.  But, the D-W solution is in terms of k  and ][, sks .  We translate 

that back to our original variables of the first stage, by calculating:  
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Figure 3.5 Columns created from solving subproblems 

 

Figure 3.5 shows what each column generated by subproblems consists of.  An 

optimal solution to the SATP problem is computed by taking the values of k , and ][, sks  

and using these to translate our solution back to the original variables described for the 

SATP problem.   
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Figure 3.6 Computation of the optimal solution 

 

But, this linear combination may not result in an integer solution where each FD and SD 

variable takes on the value either 0 or 1. We therefore need to develop a branching 

procedure that will allow us to find the integer optimal solution.  This branching 
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procedure needs to be consistent with the overall master problem, so that the same 

technology can be used on every branch of the branch-and-bound tree.   

Specifically, we need to create a dichotomy that cuts off the current solution and 

allows our process to proceed.  That is, we must be able to find columns with positive 

reduced cost exist.  If such columns exist, we re-solve the master problem and the column 

generation process continues until there are no columns with positive reduced cost can be 

found.  This is to ensure that every column with positive reduced cost is accounted for at 

each node of the branching tree to guarantee optimality to the problem.  The algorithm 

that performs column generation at each node of the branching tree is called the Branch-

and-Price algorithm [Barnhart et al. 1996].   

Next we describe our branching rules and its algorithm.  Once a relaxation of the 

SATP problem is solved to optimality, variables FDs and SDs are checked for integrality. 

The first ones checked are the FDs.  If all FDs are integer then the SDs are checked.  A 

reason we select FDs to branch on first is because, when all FD variables are integer, we 

can terminate with a feasible, although possibly non-optimal, solution.  If we stop at this 

point, we may have overestimated the second-stage decision, but we still have both a 

bound and a feasible solution.  One can argue: Why waste computational time on 

assuring integral optimality to the second-stage decisions when these decisions are 

stochastic in nature?  If we stop at the end of this phase, we are allowing a linear 

combination of alternative decisions in the second phase, which may be a good thing to 

do given that we are less sure of which of the scenarios might eventuate.   
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We have therefore decided to only branch on first-stage variables.  Our next 

branching rule is we select among variables FDs which is the closest to 0.5 to branch on.  

Once we have selected the variable FD, the next rule is to always branch on the one-

branch since we are maximizing net profit and we would like to accept orders.  Once we 

have selected a variable FD and forced it to one by fixing its  lower bound to one on the 

“one-branch” (or to zero on the “zero branch”), we next delete columns in the master 

problem which contain the selected variable with value equals to zero (one).  This is done 

by fixing the variables k  to zero (one) in the master problem. Then the column 

generation repeats by re-solving the master problem from Phase_II.  By changing the 

variables’ bounds in variable fixing and column deletion, both the subproblems’ structure 

and the master problem’s structure are not affected.  After the column generation stops, 

the algorithm creates a new node.  We summarize the Branch-and-Price algorithm in 

term of activities performed in each node.  The algorithm is initialized by solving the 

SATP problem at the root node.  Set a current best bound to zero.  Then activities 

performed in each node are:   

1. Check if the problem is infeasible.   

a. If so, clear all columns in the master problem.  Start solving the 

problem from Phase_I.  Once the problem is solved, check for 

infeasibility again.  If the problem is still infeasible, the current node is 

pruned by infeasibility.  Go to step 5.  If it is feasible, go to step 2.   

b. If it is feasible, proceed to step 2.   

2. Check if the objective function value is greater than the current bound.   
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a. If so, go to step 3.   

b. If not, attempt to generate columns that may improve the bound.  If no 

columns exist, then the current node is pruned by bound.  Go to step 5.   

3. Looks for fractional variable FDs.   

a. If there is none, make sure that there are no columns that could 

improve the current solution.  If not, then the current node is pruned by 

optimality.  In this case, we store the incumbent solution and update 

the current bound to the current objective function value.  Go to step 5.   

b. If there are fractional variable FDs, go to step 4.   

4. Perform a variable selection of FDs then check how many times the current 

node is visited.   

a. If it is the first time then create a new node and branch on the one-

branch.  Perform a variable fixing and a column deletion.  Resolve the 

problem by starting from Phase_II.  Go to step 1.   

b. If it is the second time then create a new node and branch on the zero-

branch.  The variable fixing and the column deletion of the search on 

the zero-branch are opposite to that of the one-branch.  Perform a 

variable fixing and a column deletion.  Resolve the problem by starting 

from Phase_I.  Go to step 1.   

c. If it is the third time then go back to the parent node.  Then repeat step 

4 without performing a variable selection.   
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5. If any of three kinds of pruning occurs, go back to the parent node.  Then go 

to step 4 without performing a variable selection.   

The algorithm searches the branching tree until all nodes are pruned.  The current 

incumbent solution is reported as the best feasible integer solution to the SATP problem.  

As we said before, the reported solution overestimates the optimal solution of the 

problem but we believe the solution obtained is good enough for these first-stage 

decisions.  We conclude the Branch-and-Price algorithm at this point.  We describe the 

Bender’s decomposition algorithm applied to the SATP problem in the next section.   

 Bender’s decomposition 

In this section, we describe a problem formulation how Bender’s decomposition 

can be applied to the SATP problem.  As stated in chapter 1, in Bender’s decomposition, 

the problem is decomposed into a master problem and subproblems.  The master problem 

determines the first-stage decision.  The subproblems then use that solution to determine 

the second-stage decision. We first present the master problem and the subproblem 

formulations, we then describe a solution approach.  The master problem formulation is 

shown in figure 3.7.   
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Figure 3.7 Bender’s master problem formulation 

 

The master problem has three new things which make it differ from a normal 

first-stage subproblem.  There are new components to the objective function, and we 

have added constraint set 3.17 and constraint set 3.24.  The objective function of the 

master problem has a new term, Min_Stage2, in addition to the normal objective function 

components of the first-stage decision.  The Min_Stage2 is a variable which represents an 

upper bound of the second-stage decision.  This variable is used to measure a gap 
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between the upper bound of the second-stage decision determined by the first-stage 

decision and the second-stage decision determined by the subproblems.  The Bender’s 

algorithm terminates when the gap between these two objectives is sufficiently small (i.e. 

smaller than the preset tolerance).  The Min_Stage2 variable also appears in constraint 

3.24 which is constructed from dual prices of the subproblems.  Details of constructing 

the constraint 3.24 will be discussed later.  The constraint 3.24 is the optimality cut of the 

Bender’s decomposition [Birge and Louveaux, 1997].  One such constraint is added to 

the master problem per iteration.  Its purpose is to use information from the subproblems 

to adjust the first-stage decision.  Finally, constraint 3.17 has been changed so that it now 

includes only the first-stage decisions.   

Next we present the subproblem that must be solved to determine the dual prices 

that will be used to generate the Bender’s cut.  Specifically, the subproblem determines 

the second-stage decision given the first-stage decision in the previous solution to the 

master problem.  Figure 3.8 shows a formulation of the Bender’s subproblem.   
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Figure 3.8 Bender’s subproblems formulation 

 

In our computational study, presented in Chapter 4, we solve this subproblem only once 

per iteration.  Multiple subproblems could be used to generate multiple of constraints 

3.24 per iteration but we found that we were obtaining relatively tight cuts with only one 

cut per iteration.  Note that, except for constraint set 3.25 and 3.32, the Bender’s 

subproblem is the same as the second-stage formulation of the simplified version of the 

SATP problem.  The constraint 3.25 is a capacity constraint similar to constraint 2.31 

with the first-stage decision having already been made.  
*FP  denotes the value of the 

first-stage decision.  This information is therefore fixed when determining the second-
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stage decision.  We added the constraint 3.32 which is a lower bound and an upper bound 

of the variable SD to the subproblem.  This constraint set provides dual prices needed to 

construct the Bender’s cuts.  If we do not change the variable SD’s upper bound to the 

constraint set 3.32, the information for constructing the Bender’s cuts is not complete.   

Next we describe the Bender’s decomposition algorithm.  The algorithm begins 

by setting the first-stage decision 0*

, tiFP .  We solve a relaxation of this subproblem 

and obtain dual prices.  Figure 3.9 exhibits the dual prices of the constraints in the 

subproblem which are used to construct the Bender’s cuts.   
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Figure 3.9 Dual prices associated to constraints in the Bender’s subproblem 

 

The dual prices obtained from constraint set 3.25  tsprcap ,_  are the value of having 

additional capacity for the second-stage manufacturing process.  The dual prices of 

constraint set 3.28  isprpromise ,_  provide us with an additional profit of selling more 

of a promised order.  The last information is the dual prices obtained from the constraint 

set 3.32 tisprbndsd ,,__ .  The constraint set is the variable SD’s upper bound.  The dual 
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prices imply that if the SD’s upper bound were greater than one, the second-stage profit 

would increase.  Because the variable SD relates to the upper bound and the lower bound 

of the delivered quantity in the constraint 3.26 and 3.27.  Dual prices of other constraints 

(3.26, 3.27, 3.29, 3.30 and 3.31) can not be used to construct the Bender’s cuts because a 

construction of the Bender’s cuts requires the dual prices of the constraints time a 

constant or a right-hand side [Birge and Louveaux, 1997].  Those constraints do not have 

constant terms or the constant terms are zero so their dual prices do not play any roles in 

the Bender’s cuts.  Figure 3.10 shows how the constraint 3.24 or the Bender’s cuts are 

constructed.  Note that the constant term of the capacity constraint in the subproblem 

(3.25), the first-stage decision is fixed but it becomes a variable FP when it is in the 

Bender’s cuts or constraint 3.24 in the master problem.  This is because the algorithm 

needs to adjust the first-stage decision bases on the information obtained from the 

subproblem in each iteration.   
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Figure 3.10 Construction of the Bender’s cuts 

 

We then feed the information from the subproblem to the master problem through 

the constraint 3.24 constructed from the dual prices as shown in figure 3.7 and 3.10.  

Then the master problem is solved as a MIP problem.  The first-stage decision (variable 

FP’s value) is sent to the subproblem.  Then the algorithm repeats until a gap between 

Min_Stage2 and the subproblem objective function value is within a preset tolerance.  

When this tolerance is met, the algorithm terminates.  The following is a summary of the 

Bender’s decomposition algorithm.  The Bender’s algorithm begins with initialization of 

parameters.  We preset the first-stage decision 0* FP , Min_Stage2 = infinity and a gap 

tolerance = 0.001.  The gap is defined by a difference between Min_Stage2 and the 

subproblem objective function value.  Then the algorithm proceeds as follows. 
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1. Solve a subproblem.  Then check if the gap is less than the tolerance. 

a. If so, exit.  The problem is optimal. 

b. If it is not, go to step 2. 

2. Get dual prices from constraint 3.25, 3.28 and reduced cost of the variable SD. 

3. Use the dual prices to construct constraint 3.24. 

4. Solve a master problem. 

5. Update the first-stage decision 
kFPFP *
 then go to step 1. 

 Bender’s Decomposition versus Dantzig-Wolfe:   

 How does structure work for each? 

Next we discuss about how each decomposition method uses the structure of the 

problem for the SATP problem.  Recall that the SATP problem has a block-angular 

structure as described in Chapter 1, figure 1.3.  We can consider this problem to have an 

L-shaped structure, with constraint 2.31 being the linking constraint that has both the 

first-stage and the second-stage variables since they share production capacity. Figure 

3.11 shows how the L-shaped structure in constraint 2.31 is arranged.  This example has 

two scenarios and two time periods per scenario.   
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Figure 3.11 L-shaped structure in constraint 2.31 

 

First, we analyze how Bender’s decomposition uses the problem structure when it 

is applied to solve the SATP problem.  The Bender’s decomposition creates a master 

problem and a subproblem.  The master problem contains the first-stage variables and the 

subproblem contains the second-stage variables.  The master problem provides the first-

stage decision to the subproblem.  Once the first-stage decision has been made, it is fixed 

in constraint 3.25 in the subproblem.  The constraint 3.25 then looks like figure 3.12.   
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Figure 3.12 Structure of constraint 3.25 

 

We see that the variables SP in each scenario are independent of each other, since 

constraint 3.25 remains valid for all inequalities in each scenario and each time period.  

The first-stage variables FP interact with the second-stage variables SP separately for 
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each scenario.  What is more to that is once the first-stage decisions have been made and 

fixed, the capacity constraint (2.31) is no longer a linking constraint which binds all the 

subproblems together.  The second-stage subproblems can be separated from each other.  

This means that one can solve the subproblems for each scenario separately, making the 

Bender’s subproblems to the SATP problem relatively easy to solve.  Figure 3.13 shows 

the structure of the SATP problem before and after the Bender’s decomposition is applied 

to solve it.  The structure after applying the Bender’s decomposition (on the right of 

figure 3.13) is the structure of the subproblems.   
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Figure 3.13 Simplified SATP Problem’s structure 

 

However, since the subproblem must be solved as a linear programming problem 

in order to obtain the requisite dual prices.  The algorithm only uses approximate 

solutions to the integer programming subproblem as input to the master problem.  Also, 

for the master problem of Bender’s decomposition, one must solve an integer 
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programming problem that may become more difficult as one adds multiple cuts that can 

be dense cuts with no given structure to exploit.  Thus, the solutions we obtain from this 

method will have integer to the first-stage variables and, possibly fractional solutions to 

the second-stage variables.  We think that this is reasonable since we are less definite 

about the eventual outcomes of future decisions and the solution we obtain is likely to be 

“good enough”.  For this reason, we believe that Bender’s decomposition may be still 

suitable to solve the SATP problem. 

Next we analyze whether the Branch-and-Price algorithm is suitable to solve the 

SATP problem.  We know that the D-W decomposition creates a master problem from 

constraint 2.31.  Without constraint 2.31 the subproblems are independent of each other.   
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…
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Figure 1.3 Block-angular structure 

 

Figure 1.3 illustrates how each subproblem forms a small blocks jB . The first-stage 

decision form a single subproblem B1 consisting of constraints 2.32 through 2.37.  

Constraint sets 2.38 to 2.43 form each of the second stage alternatives nBB ...2 , and 
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represent each possible second-stage decision. Thus, this structure makes it possible to 

decompose the problem into a Branch-and-Price algorithm.  To be consistent with the 

Benders; approach, we will not enforce second-stage decision variables to take on integer 

values.  In Chapter 4, we will compare how well Bender’s decomposition and the 

Dantzig-Wolfe decompositions work on the very special problem-structure that occurs in 

the SATP problem.  Numerical results and conclusions will be presented in chapter 4.   
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4. Numerical Results and Conclusions 

 

In this chapter, we conduct experiments on both the Branch-and-Price algorithm 

and the Bender’s algorithm.  There are two experiments we do, one with the simplified 

SATP problem, the other with the original SATP problem.  We do the experiment with 

the simplified SATP problem to test an efficiency of the decomposition methods.  We 

solve the simplified SATP problem using the Branch-and-Price algorithm and the 

Bender’s algorithm.  We then compare numerical results of both algorithms to the base 

case which is solving the SATP problem without applying decomposition methods.  

Analyses of results and performance of the decomposition algorithms are discussed.  

Then we choose the decomposition method the better of the two methods, and perform a 

second set of experiments using the original SATP problem.  In the second set of 

experiments, we conduct sensitivity analyses to investigate the robustness of the 

decomposition method.  Conclusions and future research directions are given at the end 

of the chapter.  

 Simplified SATP Problem’s Experiment Setup 

An objective of this experiment is to choose a decomposition method which will 

solve the SATP problem in a time capable of being used by those accepting production 

orders (i.e. in a real-time situation).  We used the same data set from Toshiba notebook 
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company as used in [Chen 2003].  We aggregated some data to be compatible with the 

simplified SATP problem.  There are 21 time periods in a planning horizon.  We execute 

the model at the end of each time period so a batching interval is one time period.  An 

order represents finished products e.g. preconfigured PCs ordered by a customer.  There 

are two types of flexibilities that customers provide to manufacturers, the due date 

flexibility and the quantity flexibility.  We assume that there is no production lead time 

which means the finished product is available to be delivered in the same time period as 

the order is accepted.  Pseudo-orders are randomly generated for use as future orders.  

There are 25 scenarios; each one is associated with a given probability of occurring.  The 

probability distribution is uniformly distributed.  An average number of future orders per 

scenario is 50 orders.  An average number of current orders arriving in each time period 

is ten orders.  To test the decomposition algorithms’ performance, we varied the number 

of arriving orders while holding the number of scenarios constant to see what effect the 

number of arriving orders have on the solution procedure.  Similarly, we varied the 

number of scenarios while holding the arriving orders constant to test the effect that 

problem size has on the ability of each solution procedure to solve the problem. The 

experiment was run on a notebook with a processor speed 1.83 GHz and 2 GB of RAM.  

We use the commercial solver, CPLEX 11.0, as the engine for both decomposition 

methods as well as for the solution of the problem directly.   
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 Analyses of Results of Simplified SAPT Problem 

In the first experiment, we would like to see whether the number of arriving 

orders or the first-stage decision in each time period affects an objective function value.  

We vary a number of arriving orders between 20 and 120 while holding a number of 

scenarios at 7.  The production capacity was kept at 100 percent. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Objective values (vary current orders at 100% capacity) 

 

Figure 4.1 shows that the greater the number of arriving orders, the greater the net 

profit.  This can be explained by our having more orders to choose among and we 

therefore are capable of making better decisions.  The result is consistent with the idea of 

extending the batching interval in [Chen 2003].  Furthermore, the result indicates that all 

orders are accepted even in the case of 120 orders (recall that the average of the arriving 

order is ten orders per time period).  This means the manufacturer’s production capacity 
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is sufficient to accept all arriving orders.  If this is the case, the manufacturer’s decision is 

to always accept arriving orders and to manage planned production schedules to meet 

customers’ due date range.  Next we compare solve times of the two decomposition 

algorithms for this base case.   

 

 

Figure 4.2 Solve time (vary current orders at 100% capacity) 

 

Figure 4.2 shows the solve times of the decomposition algorithms compared to 

solving the SATP problem without applying the decomposition algorithms.  It is obvious 

that the decomposition algorithms perform better than the base case as the number of 

current orders increase.  We can see that the Bender’s decomposition performs slightly 

better than the Branch-and-Price algorithm.  The result also shows that the number of 

current orders has little effect on the performance of either decomposition algorithm.  It 

does, however, affect the solution times of CPLEX to solve base case without 
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decomposition.  As we collect more current orders, the CPLEX solution times increase 

dramatically.  For this case, both decomposition algorithms worked well with a slight 

advantage toward Bender’s decomposition.   

In the next experiment, we fix the number of current orders at 50 and vary the 

number of scenarios from 1 to 25 scenarios.  Production capacity is kept at 100 percent.  

Increasing the number of scenarios increases the size of the problem because adding a 

scenario is equal to adding an additional subproblem to each decomposition method.  In 

this experiment, we study how the size of the problem affects the performance of the 

decomposition algorithms.  We show results of objective function values and solve times.   

 

 

Figure 4.3 Objective values (vary scenario at 100% capacity) 

 

It is interesting to see that the objective function values decreases as the number 

of scenarios increases as seen in figure 4.3.  Having only one scenario is equivalent to 
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having no future orders.  Since there is only one scenario, the probability of it occurring 

is 1 and the problem becomes a deterministic, rather than a stochastic optimization 

problem.  The objective function value is largest at this point.  Let us now explain why 

the objective function values decreases as the number of scenarios increases.  We need to 

look at an expected profit of the second-stage and an actual profit of each scenario to see 

why such result happened.  Figure 4.4 shows the expected profit of the second-stage and 

the actual profit of each scenario.  Note that, in this experiment, the production capacity 

is sufficient to accept all arriving orders plus the future orders.  Therefore, the actual 

profit of each scenario is sum of the profit of orders in each scenario.  We can see that the 

profit for scenario one is greater than all other scenarios.  That is the reason why the 

objective function value is the largest when solving the problem with one scenario.  Once 

other scenarios are included to the problem, their smaller profits decrease the expected 

second-stage profit until it reaches a point where the change in profit is relatively small 

from one run to another.  Thus, the observed result was based on the data used.  Had the 

profit of the orders in scenario one been small relative to the profit in other scenarios, we 

would expect that the second-stage profit would increase the overall profit. 
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Figure 4.4 Actual profit vs Expected profit 

 

Next we compare solve times of the decomposition algorithms to the base case.  

The result in figure 4.5 confirms our hypothesis that the decomposition algorithms can 

solve the problem faster than the base case.  We can see from figure 4.5 that the 

decomposition algorithms perform better than the base case when there are 5 or more 

scenarios in the problem.  Both decomposition algorithms have very similar solution 

times.  The Bender’s performance is slightly better than the Branch-and-Price.  We draw 

a conclusion from this experiment that the decomposition algorithms outperform the base 

case in terms of overall solution time.   
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Figure 4.5 Solve time (vary scenario at 100% capacity) 

 

All results so far have been based on having sufficient capacity to accept all 

orders and the algorithm had only to determine the timing of the productions.  With this 

capacity setting, the Branch-and-Price algorithm was capable of finding integer optimal 

solutions at a root node so there was no need to branch.  Similarly, the Bender’s 

decomposition adds only one cut to find an optimal solution to the simplified SATP 

problem.  The capacity assumption is only likely to be true at the beginning of a planning 

horizon when there are no previously promised orders.  To simulate the case where there 

are some previously promised orders that consume some of the available production 

capacity, we reduce the production capacity by 50 percent and perform the same set of 

experiments to see how it affects the performance of the decomposition algorithms.   
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Figure 4.6 Capacity effects on CPLEX (vary current orders) 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Capacity effects on Bender (vary current orders) 
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Figure 4.8 Capacity effects on Branch-and-Price (vary current orders) 

 

Figure 4.6 shows that, for a general purpose solver, such as CPLEX, there is little 

change in the required time to solve the problem when there is a reduction in a production 

capacity. The CPLEX solve times of the SATP problem with a 50 percent reduction of 

the production capacity were not very significantly different from those when one had 

full capacity, and seemed to be slightly faster when there were more current orders.  

Results of decomposition algorithms are different.  Figure 4.7 and 4.8 show that the 

reduction in production capacity affects performance of both decomposition algorithms.  

The solve times of both decomposition algorithms increase as the production capacity 

decreases.  The Branch-and-Price algorithm is affected most.  The problem with 70 

arriving orders solved in 19,605 milliseconds and 37,301 milliseconds for the problem 

with 80 arriving orders.  The greater the number of arriving orders, the longer the 

Branch-and-Price algorithm takes to prove optimality.  We did not test the Branch-and-
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Price algorithm for greater than 80 arriving orders because we conclude that without a 

change in the way in which the Branch-and-Price algorithm solves these problems, the 

solution times are too long to be practical for real world application.  We believe the 

reason that our Branch-and-Price code did not perform better was that we did not 

optimize the mechanism for handling the branching tree search.  In the previous 

experiment when the production capacity is sufficient to accept all arriving orders, the 

Branch-and-Price algorithm found an optimal integer solution at the root node.  In this 

case, the approach’s solution time is better than the CPLEX’s.   

There are a number of ways to improve the overall performance of the Branch-

and-Price code.  One could develop a heuristic to be used at the top of the tree, thereby 

allowing most nodes to be fathomed and might indicate the nodes that are most likely to 

provide good feasible solutions.  In addition, more testing needs to be done to determine 

if a better branching scheme exists that reduces the number of fractional first-stage 

variables. We believe that further research is likely to improve the overall solution times 

of the Branch-and-Price procedure.  Theoretically, it is the most suitable algorithm given 

the underlying problem structure of this problem.   
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Figure 4.9 Solve time (vary current orders at 50% capacity) 

 

Although the reduction of the production capacity affects the performance of each 

the decomposition algorithms, Bender’s decomposition is still better than solving the 

problem using CPLEX directly, as seen in figure 4.9.  Even though we solve each of 

iteration of the master problem as a mixed-integer programming problem, using CPLEX 

directly, the number of times these MIPs need to be solved is not so large that the overall 

time becomes excessive.  This highlights the fact that CPLEX is much more efficient at 

performing tree-search than our Branch-and-Price code.  We think that more work in this 

research area is needed.   

Finally, we perform another experiment where we fix the number of arriving 

orders at 50 orders and vary the number of scenarios between 1 and 25 scenarios.  We 

then run the experiment at 100 percent and 50 percent of the production capacity.  We 
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wish to test whether the decomposition algorithms solution times are impacted when the 

problem’s size gets larger with limited production capacity.   

 

 

Figure 4.10 Capacity effects on CPLEX (vary scenario) 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Capacity effects on Bender (vary scenario) 
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Figure 4.12 Capacity effects on Branch-and-Price (vary scenario) 

 

Figure 4.10 to 4.12 show that all three algorithms are affected by the reduction of 

the production capacity.  The solve times of the CPLEX and the Bender’s decomposition 

at 50 percent production capacity increase proportionally to the full production capacity.  

The solve times of the Branch-and-Price algorithm at 50 percent production capacity does 

not increase proportionally to the full production capacity.  An anomaly occurs when the 

problem has 21, 23, 24 and 25 scenarios.  The solve times of those runs increase 

dramatically.  This is because, in these instances, branching was needed to find an 

optimal integer solution.  Again, this highlights the fact that further research is needed to 

determine how to improve the tree-search for this approach.   
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Figure 4.13 Solve time (vary scenario at 50% capacity) 

 

Figure 4.13 shows that at half of full production capacity, as the problem size 

increases, the Bender’s decomposition provides the best solution times. Although the 

Branch-and-Price is very close in solution times whenever there was little or no tree-

search.  Overall, Bender’s decomposition has proven to be relatively robust under all 

conditions.  

 Original SATP Problem’s Experiment Setup 

We have shown the numerical results of the decomposition methods when solving 

the simplified SATP problem.  The Bender’s decomposition has proven to be the best 

overall.  We will now test its effectiveness against the CPLEX in solving the original 

SATP problem.  We will not test the Branch-and-Price algorithm in this case because it 

has been shown that its solution times were the worst when it needs to search the 
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branching tree.  Our prior empirical results when testing the simplified SATP problem 

demonstrated the effects of problem’s size (i.e. the number of scenarios), the number of 

newly arrived orders, and the limitation of a production capacity on solvability and 

computation time.  Our set of experiments will test (a) how well Bender’s decomposition 

solves the original SATP problem, and (b) whether perturbations in either the profit array 

(in terms of both current and future orders) –or altering the probability that a future 

scenario will occur will impact our ability to solve the problem or impact the time 

required to solve the problem.  Our previous experiments showed that the order in which 

the scenarios are presented may impact the objective function value when one limits the 

total number of scenarios provided to the optimizer.  Thus, we will permute the order and 

rerun those experiments to better understand this phenomenon.  All of these experiments 

will be tested using the original SATP problem using Bender’s method and CPLEX.  We 

include the CPLEX times as a mechanism from which to compare our decomposition 

methods.  In each of these tests, we allow all of the second-stage decisions to be non-

integral.  We think that this makes sense since we do not know which may occur and 

each such scenario is weighted by its likelihood of occurring.  We would like to to these 

comparisons using an average of 50 future orders in each scenario.  However, CPLEX 

ran out of memory when we attempted the base-case.  We found that CPLEX was 

capable of solving the base-case when we used an average of 40 future orders.  Thus, all 

of the sensitivity analysis will be limited to this number of future orders.   
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 Analyses of Results of Original SATP Problem 

The first set of the experiments tests the effect of perturbing the profit array.  As 

our test set, we solve 25 instances where each instance contains 40 previously promised 

orders, 10 newly arrived orders and 25 scenarios with an average of 40 future orders in 

each scenario.  The profits of all orders of each problem are randomly perturbed by + or - 

5%.  Results are provided in figure 4.14 and 4.15. 

 

 

Figure 4.14 Original SATP objective values (perturbed profit) 
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Figure 4.15 Original SATP solve time (perturbed profit) 

 

Figure 4.14 shows that the perturbed problems’ objective function values varies by plus 

or minus 2%.  An average objective function value of the perturbed problems is slightly 

less than the base case by less than one percent.  When looking at solve times, we see that 

the Bender’s solve times, shown in Figure 4.15, are about one fifth of the base case’s 

solve time in all 25 runs.  The solve times of the perturbed problem solved by CPLEX is 

slightly less than the base case.  The Benders performance has proved to be better than 

the CPLEX in solving the original SATP problem in this case. 

The second set of the experiments tests the effect that perturbations in the 
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the first set of the experiments.  The experiment was run 25 times.  Results are shown in 

figure 4.16 and 4.17. 

 

 

Figure 4.16 Original SATP objective values (perturbed probability) 

 

 

Figure 4.17 Original SATP solve time (perturbed probability) 
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Figure 4.16 shows that the objective function values vary less than one percent from the 

base case.  An average of the perturbed objective function values is almost the same as 

the base case.  Solve times are shown in figure 4.17.  We can see that the Bender’s solve 

times (perturbed problems) are still the best compare to both the CPLEX solve times of 

the perturbed problems and the base case.  The Bender’s solve times are about one fifth 

of the base case’s solve time which are about the same as in the perturbed profit case.   

The last set of the experiments tests an effect of an order of future scenarios on 

solve times of the Bender’s algorithm.  In the experiment with the simplified SATP, we 

tested the effect of the problem’s size by adding to the problem one scenario per run.  The 

order of the added scenarios is fixed.  We noticed that as a number of scenarios increases, 

objective function values decrease as shown in figure 4.3.  As we investigated further, we 

realized that the first few scenarios provided the best profit, so there was little 

improvement when many of alternative scenarios were added.  Since the simplified 

SATP has the same structure as the original SATP and we used the same data to run the 

experiment so we could expect the same phenomenon to occur with the original SATP.  

If we change the order of the scenarios and do the same experiment (adding one scenario 

per run), we may see different results from figure 4.3.  That does not matter because the 

objective function value will converge to one value after we have added all 25 scenarios 

to the problem regardless the order of the scenarios added.  We will prove this by running 

the last experiment on 25 problems.  Each problem contains 25 scenarios.  The order of 

the scenarios in the problems is permuted.  Results are shown in figure 4.18 and 4.19. 
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Figure 4.18 Original SATP objective values (permute order of scenario) 

 

 

Figure 4.19 Original SATP solve time (permute order of scenario) 
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Figure 4.20 Original SATP solve time (vary current orders) 

 

The result in figure 4.18 confirms our hypothesis about the objective function 
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This situation may happen when we run the optimization on a moving time horizon as in 

[Chen 2003].  Results in figure 4.20, show that the Bender’s method has outperformed 

the CPLEX in all cases.  We can conclude that the Bender’s method outperforms the 

CPLEX in solving the original SATP problem in every case.  We now provide our 

conclusions and avenues for future research. 

 Conclusions 

We conducted two experiments to test the performance of the Branch-and-Price 

algorithm and Bender’s decomposition.  The first one was performed on the simplified 

SATP problem.  The second one was performed on the original SATP problem.  The first 

experiment compared solution times for the simplified SATP problem using two 

decomposition methods and compared these times to solving the problem without using 

the decomposition methods.  The experiment tested the decomposition algorithms’ 

performance by varying a number of problem characteristics.  We tested how production 

capacity impacted solution times.  We also varied the number of arriving orders while 

fixing the number of scenarios, and then varied the number of scenarios while fixing the 

number of arriving orders.  All data was based on the data Chen [2003] collected from 

the Toshiba notebook company.   

Results of the full production capacity case showed that both decomposition 

algorithms are more suitable to solve the SATP problem than attempting to solve the 

problem using a state-of-the-art general-purpose optimization package, such as CPLEX.  

Bender’s decomposition solution times were a bit faster than the Branch-and-Price’s 
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solution times.  There were significant differences in the solution time of both algorithms 

when the production capacity was reduced to a half.  This case simulates the situation 

where there are previously promised orders in the system when the current decisions need 

to be made. The Branch-and-Price algorithm performed poorly compared to the others in 

this case due to the fact that the method, as currently implemented, required substantial 

tree-search.  The poor performance of the Branch-and-Price happens only when the 

algorithm needs to do branching to find an optimal integer solution.  Thus, improving the 

search-tree component, or enhancing the code with a heuristic solution, may improve the 

overall performance substantially.  Since the problem has a block-angular structure, and 

the Branch-and-Price is ideally suited for such structures, we believe that further work on 

this approach is merited. 

The Bender’s decomposition performed well in every case.  This algorithm is 

easy to implement since we can allow a general-purpose code to handle the IP 

calculations directly.  However, if as the problem grows, the overall solution times for 

each optimization also increases, one might find that there is a maximum size problem 

that Bender’s decomposition can handle.  We designed our experiment to overestimate 

the data to make sure that the decomposition algorithms can perform better than solving 

the problem directly with the CPLEX code.  An average of arriving orders, for example, 

is 10 orders per time period.  We tested the algorithms by varying the arriving orders 

between 20 and 120 orders.  Results showed that even in rare cases such as the 120 

arriving orders in one time period, the Bender’s decomposition was the fastest.  As the 

size of the problem grows, the Bender’s performance was the best overall in both a full 
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production capacity case and a half production capacity case.  Thus we conclude base on 

the results that the Bender’s decomposition is the best algorithm to solve the simplified 

SATP problem.   

We then performed the second experiment on the original SATP problem.  We 

focused the experiment on testing the robustness of Bender’s decomposition method. The 

original SATP problem is much more complicated than the simplified problem.  We 

knew from the first experiment that the Bender’s algorithm was the best overall.  We 

therefore used this decomposition to test if perturbations in the data might have an effect 

on our above conclusions.  We again tested Benders decomposition against a standard, 

state-of-the-art commercial code, CPLEX.   In the original data set, there are 40 

previously promised orders, 10 newly arrived orders and an average of 50 future orders in 

each scenario.  Since the CPLEX code was incapable of handling this large problem – it 

ran out of memory – we reduced the number of average future orders to 40 for each 

scenario.  There are 25 scenarios in each problem.  We used this test set to see if (a) 

perturbing the objective function, or (b) perturbing the order of the scenarios, or (c) 

perturbing the probabilities associated with each scenario would impact either solution 

ability or computational effort.  In each of these tests, Bender’s decomposition could 

obtain the correct solution in times significantly faster than the CPLEX times.  We 

conclude that the Bender’s decomposition is the best method to solve the SATP problem. 

The idea behind using stochastic optimization rather than a deterministic approach 

is that it captures more of the variability in the estimates.  However, if it is very 

expensive to generate a multitude of scenarios that capture this information, or if it is 
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expensive to solve once one has obtained these scenarios (because of the number of 

scenarios generated), one must reconsider the most appropriate way to apply this 

technology.  We suggest that one should consider generating a small collection of the 

most likely scenarios, together with their probabilities and then aggregate less-likely 

scenarios into a few representative scenarios with their appropriate probabilities.  In this 

way, one can capture most of the relevant information through sampling while 

maintaining a tractable, smaller model.  The computational burden will be greatly 

decreased with little likelihood of obtaining incorrect consequences.  One could also 

include in the modeling some measure of variability and therefore obtain a result that 

“hedges” against a less-likely but far more costly consequence.  We have shown that the 

computation time is sensitive to the number of scenarios generated, so one should take 

this into account in the modeling stage. 

 Future research directions 

There are a number of avenues yet to explore. Firstly, one needs to design a 

branch-and-price algorithm that obtains good feasible integer solutions at the top of the 

tree and a better branching scheme within the tree so that solution times are reduced.  

Obtaining heuristics for this problem should not be hard since one can easily pick high 

probability scenarios as one’s choice to obtain feasible solutions.    

One can also examine if adding many columns (rather than a single column) at 

each iteration of the branch-and-price method would significantly improve the 

computations, or at least, make the linear programming solution more integer:  One might 
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also examine if there are strong cuts that can be added to the problem that will enhance 

the solution times without destroying the structure of the problem.   

As stated above, including a sampling approach that captures much of the 

variability in the data without including every possible scenario would enhance the 

overall usability of the stochastic programming approach.  In addition, one might wish to 

consider how sensitive the recommendations (solutions) of the model are to perturbations 

in the probability estimates.  If the model is particularly sensitive to the perturbations, 

then one might want to include some variance and covariance measures to obtain robust 

solutions.   

Finally, one needs to consider what happens to each method when more side 

constraints are added to the general model.  Do we lose the efficiency of the Bender’s 

method when the subproblems are more difficult to solve?  Is the branch-and-price 

method more suitable in this case?  One could also tighten the model formulation and 

reduce a number of zero-one integer variables, iFZ  and isSZ , .  In the original SATP 

model formulation, constraint 2.1 and 2.5 could be changed to 1, 
 iWt

tiFD  and 

1,, 
 i

sWt

stiSD respectively.  Thus, we eliminate those two integer variables from the 

constraints and the objective function.  Those variables could be replaced by  


 iWt

tiFD ,  and 
 i

sWt

stiSD ,, in the objective function. 

We believe that this is a very rich area for research.  In the past, operations 

research has been primarily focused on planning models.  With current computing 
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manpower, and the strengthening of our optimization tools, we are now set to take on the 

harder, but far more important area of real-time decision making.  This dissertation has 

begun to address that problem for a specific manufacturing example. 
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